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Phonon emission is an energy-conversion efficiency loss in photonic transition processes. Phonon
recycling by the anti-Stokes cooling results in a lower operating temperature. Transmitted optical
phonons cross heterogeneous boundary and the upconverted acoustic phonons contribute to higher
occupancy of the optical phonon and increase the second-order transition rate. Optimization of
phonon spectra makes upconversion favorable. We present theoretical study and quantitative
efficiency results for phonon recycling in Yb3+ doped yttria alumina garnet lasing layer and its
adjacent Yb3+:ZrF2 cooling layers and examine the thermodynamic limits. It is predicted that 30%
of emitted phonons are recycled and further improvement is possible. © 2009 American Institute of
Physics. �DOI: 10.1063/1.3207824�

Energy recycling in photonic devices is promising �e.g.,
high-power lasers, where the laser inefficiency is critical1�.
Laser inefficiency stems from quantum defects �emitted pho-
ton energy is lower than that absorbed, ��ph,P���ph,L� and
emitted phonons carry away excess entropy produced during
absorption of multimode pumping photons. The second law
requires that emitted phonons have higher entropy compared
to photons. Thus, in high-power lasers, elaborate cooling
systems are unavoidable and hinder development of efficient,
portable units. Recent efforts on radiation-balanced laser sys-
tems have provided alternatives to mechanical cooling sys-
tems. However, limited photon wavelength contrast of
single-crystal laser medium used2,3 poses a significant chal-
lenge. In this letter, we present theoretical development and
prediction of phonon recycling �phonon excitation and re-
combination� in a multilayer ion-doped laser using the anti-
Stokes luminescence. Anti-Stokes luminescence has cooled
ion-doped solids from room temperature to 208 K and its
theory has been advanced recently.4–8 Anti-Stokes lumines-
cence is reverse of the quantum defect �i.e., ��ph,sp
���ph,P� and the excess entropy is removed by multimode
incoherent spontaneous photons. The phonon-assisted photon
absorption rate strongly depends on the high-energy phonon
occupation, making it inefficient at low temperatures.8,9 Con-
versely, at moderate to high temperatures, the high-energy
phonons are more accessible. Phonon recycling in ion-doped
lasers uses this by absorbing the high-energy phonons cre-
ated in the lasing layer to drive the antiStokes process in the
adjacent cooling layers as shown by the energy flow diagram
in Fig. 1. Thus, phonon recycling involves dynamics of the
three energy carrier �photon �ph�, electron �e�, and phonon
�p�� interactions within and across two heterogeneous layers.
The second-order transition process is treated using the
Fermi golden rule and the final form of the transition rate is8
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where m is the reduced mass of the host atomic pair, sph,i is

the polarization vector, �ph-e is electronic transition dipole
moment vector, �e-p,O� is optical-phonon deformation poten-
tial, Dp�Ep,O� is phonon density of states �DOS� of phonon
having energy Ep,O, fp is phonon distribution function, L is
photon transit length, uph is speed of light, and �Qph,P

−Qph,a� /nd,CV represents photon intensity per dopant ion. So,
the phonon-assisted photon transition rate is a function of
atomic properties of the dopant ion and host, which are op-
timized for desired performance.8

In ion-doped lasers, phonons are emitted in the lasing
layer by temperature-independent rapid single-phonon decay
and by temperature-dependent multiphonon decay. These
nonequilibrium phonon distribution drive phonon propaga-
tion to the adjacent cooling layer. The propagation process
involves acoustic-optical phonon up- and downconversion
�three-phonon processes�10,11 and optical and acoustic-
phonon transmission, which are influenced by the phonon
spectrum of both layers.12,13 Figure 2�a� shows the Debye–
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FIG. 1. �Color online� The energy-flow diagram, interactions among ions,
photons, and phonons. Photon �clear arrow� and phonon �gray arrow� energy
flows and heat flow diagram.
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Gaussian model for Dp�Ep� �Ref. 8� with low cut-off energy
�Ep,c,L� phonon host in the lasing and high cut-off �Ep,c,C� in
cooling layer. The three phonon processes involved in heat
transfer across layers are shown in Fig. 2�b�. Note that the
figure is not to scale, and the phonon DOS integrates to 3N,
where N is the number of atoms, so depending on the cut-off
phonon energies, the curves move up or down. The shaded
areas under the curves in Fig. 2�a� represent occupied pho-
non levels at a given temperature and are the product of
phonon DOS and the boson distribution function. When
Ep,c,L	Ep,c,C, the average value of Dp�Ep� is higher in the
lasing layer, and for a given energy, phonons occupy the
lower energy states because of their higher availability. In
contrast, for the cooling layer, the value of Dp�Ep� is lower
but extends further into the high-energy regime. Thus, equi-
librium phonons occupy higher energy states. During laser
operation, generated phonons begin to occupy higher energy
states in the lasing laser and create energy nonequilibrium
between the lasing and cooling layers. In crossing the inter-
face, most low-energy phonon states are already occupied in
the cooling layer. Thus, for phonons to propagate into the
cooling layer, among the three-phonon processes, the
acoustic-optical phonons upconversion process becomes fa-
vorable. The added high-energy phonons in the cooling layer
are used in the phonon-assisted absorption �anti-Stokes ab-
sorption�.

Because of phonon transmission and upconversion pro-
cesses, equilibrium fp

o used in Refs. 7 and 8 is no longer valid
in calculating the transition rate involving phonon recycling.
Calculation of the exact nonequilibrium distribution is very
challenging. However, we calculate the time scales for each
processes to identify the bottleneck mechanism. It is then
reasonable to assume the nonbottleneck processes as equilib-
ria. For example, acoustic phonon thermalization and the up-
conversion of two acoustic phonons to one optical phonon
are of the order of picosecond.10,11,13 However, due to their
low speed, the optical phonon transmission is expected to
have time scale of the order of 10 ns,14 for submillimeter
travel distance. Thus, the bottleneck process is identified as
optical phonon transmission. Therefore, deviation from fp

o for
transmitted optical phonons is accounted for by introducing a
transmission coefficient 
p,tr,O, while equilibrium distribution
is used for the three-phonon upconversion process. These

treatments of the nonequilibrium phonon populations give

fp = fp
o�Ep,O� + 
p,tr,Ofp

o�Ep,O� + fp
o�Ep,A1

�fp
o�Ep,A2

�

��fp
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where fp
o�Ep,A1

� and fp
o�Ep,A1

� are distributions of any two
acoustic phonon energies, which can be annihilated to create
one optical phonon of energy Ep,O and must be allowed
by the phonon dispersion relation and momentum
conservation.10 Note that as the time-scale contrast de-
creases, the population deviates from equilibrium, resulting
in a lower occupation number for the three-phonon process.

The phonon recycling transition rates appear in macro-
scopic energy equation, as Qph-e-p=nd,C�̇ph-e-pV, along with

energy conversion Ṡ energy transfer Q, for steady-state be-
havior of ion-doped laser layer and its adjacent anti-Stokes
cooling layer. Figure 3�a� shows cooling efficiency �C �heat
removed by the anti-Stokes cooling/total heat generated by
lasing� as a function of temperature, for three different cool-
ing crystals �ZrF2, CdF2, and WF2� with dopant Yb3+, and
Yb3+: yttria alumina garnet �Yb3+:YAG� as lasing crystal.
The cooling crystal hosts are selected for their high, moder-
ate, and low peak phonon energies, and the method for
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FIG. 2. �Color online� �a� Overlap of phonon DOS �Debye–Gaussian
model� for low �red� and high �blue� cut-off frequency crystals �not to
scale�. Filled areas under the curve are the occupied phonon states at a given
temperature. Saturation of low frequency phonons in the cooling layer
makes upconversion favorable and transmission of phonons are needed from
the lasing layer. �b� The three-phonon transfer mechanisms.
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FIG. 3. �Color online� �a� Phonon-cooling performance as a function of
temperature for phonon-recycled ion-doped laser using three different cool-
ing crystals. D=1 cm, lL=1.5 mm, and lC=0.75 mm, Yb3+ doped disk is
used, and emission spectra of Yb3+:ZBLANP is used to calculate the spon-
taneous emission peak of anti-Stokes cooling �Refs. 21 and 22�. The second
law limit of the anti-Stokes cooling is also shown �Refs. 19 and 20�. �b�
Laser operation conditions as a function of temperature with �2� and without
�1� phonon recycling. The reduced cooling load corresponds to a reduced
laser crystal temperature and moves the operating condition to 2.
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evaluating the necessary atomic quantities in Eq. �1� are
given in Ref. 8 and validity of the electron-phonon
interaction potential used there has been confirmed in Ref.
15. The pumping, laser �Yb3+:YAG�, and spontaneous emis-
sion �Yb3+:ZBLANP� �ZrF4-BaF2-LaF3-AlF3-NaF-PbF2�
wavelengths are: �ph,P=998 nm, �ph,L=1030 nm, and
�ph,sp=975 nm. The results shows that for ZrF2 �optical pho-
non energy of 0.051 eV�, phonon recycling rate peaks at the
conventional laser operation temperatures TL=300 to 325 K,
with approximately 30% of phonons recycled. At low tem-
peratures, the anti-Stokes cooling rate rapidly diminishes,
while the temperature-independent, rapid single-phonon de-
cay remains constant. At high temperatures, the anti-Stokes
cooling rate increases, and temperature-dependent mul-
tiphonon decay dominates over all other mechanisms and
decreases the phonon recycling rate. For crystals with low
optical phonon energy, e.g., CdF2, phonon recycling peaks at
lower temperatures, but decreases rapidly at high tempera-
tures �due to low optical phonon transmission rate�. In con-
trast, high phonon energy crystals such as WF4 result in a
much lower phonon recycling rate �due to their rather large
reduced mass and lower phonon occupancy number�. In
practice, experiments use combination of materials to
achieve maximum cooling because of statistical distribution
of the spontaneous emission spectrum resulting from various
defects and impurities.9,16 In Fig. 3�b�, variation in laser ef-
ficiency �L �laser emission/total absorption� is shown for a
laser system as a function of temperature. The laser with no
phonon recycling is pumped by Qph,P=750 W diode laser,
while producing Qph,L=381.8 W laser emission and Q

=40.3 W of heat �rest of energy is lost without being
absorbed�.21 With added cooling layers of the same volume
and having five times the dopant concentration, we predict
Qph-e-p=12.8 W of heat is removed by the phonon recycling
producing Qph,sp=302.2 W of spontaneous emission. When
the same external cooling unit is used, for example, Q

=40.3 W, the reduced cooling load translates to 12 K lower
crystal operating temperature, moving the operating condi-
tions to slightly higher laser efficiency. Alternatively, for the
same operating temperature, the phonon-recycled laser re-
quires 30% less cooling resulting in a significant decrease in
the cooling unit and may allow air cooled units for portabil-
ity. The thermodynamic limit is found by applying the
second law to the phonon-recycled laser.17,18 The entropy
generation and removal rates are evaluated using the corre-
sponding Qi /Ti. To find the equilibrium temperatures of the
photon source, the thermodynamics of radiation is used and
we find temperatures of 11 000, 44 000, and 4500 K for di-
ode laser TP, laser TL, and spontaneous emission Tph,sp, re-

spectively, while the entropy of phonons is evaluated at the
laser crystal temperature T.19,20 The result is plotted in Fig.
3�a�. This shows that phonon recycling satisfies the second
law and is open to future improvement �removing inefficien-
cies in carrier interactions�.

In summary, synergetic effect of introducing the anti-
Stokes cooling in ion-doped lasing through phonon recycling
is proposed and the predicted performances presented. The
lasing and cooling kinetics are governed by atomic quantities
comprising the carrier interaction rates, which then are intro-
duced in the macroscopic energy equation. Phonon transmis-
sion between the adjacent lasing and upconversion cooling
layer are discussed and included in the nonequilibrium pho-
non occupancy. For the example considered, the increased
phonon population enhances the anti-Stokes cooling rate re-
sulting in 30% phonon recycling and a slight improvement in
laser efficiency is predicted when using the same cooling
unit.
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